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--------ANGUS J. JOHNSTON, OF
South Fourth street, is looking forward to a family reunion in Canada w 1 i ch he expects to attend
early in July. The
reunion is that
of the Campbell
family at Stay·
ner, a little town1
near the Georgi
an bay in north- ,
ern Ontario. Mr
Johnston's moth..
er was one· of
»
the children of
immigrants w h o
came from Scotland n e a r 1 y a
century ago and
s e t t I e d in the
north woods. In
Davies.
the family were
seven daughters and one son, and
in the generations which have sucC'" · ded the family has become a
very large one and its members
are widely distributed. As many
as possible of these: will be assembled and a grand time is expected.
r

MR.

* * *

JOHNSTON CAME TO
North Dakota in 1881 and the
family settled in Elkmount township. Later Mr. Johnston filed. on
a homestead in Bottineau county
and did railway construction work
for the Great Northern for some
Ume. He farmed in Elkmount for
·many years, until he moved into
Grand Forks several years ago.
Like many other old-timers Mr.
Johnston has an affection for
poems of long ago, and · he has
· handed in the fallowing poem
which I think I published some
years ago, but which will bear
repetition.
1

Would you know the spell? A
mother sat there!
And a sacred thing is that old arm
chair.
In childhood's hour I lingered near,
That hallowed chair with a listening ear,
The gentle words that mother
would give,
To fit me to die, and fit me to live.
She told me shame would never
b&tide
With truth for my creed, and God
for my guide;
She taught me to lisp my earliest
prayer,
As I knelt beside that old arm
chair.

I sat and watched her many a day
When her eyes grew dim, and her
locks were gray;
And I almost worshipped her when
she smiled,
·
And turned from her Bible to . bless
her child.
Years rolled on, but the last one
sped;
My idols were shattered, my earth
star fled!
I felt how much the heart can bear,
When I saw her die in that old
rrm chair.

"Tis past! Tis past!" but I gaze on
it now
With quivering lips and throbbing
brow,
'Twas there she nursed me, 'twas
there she die_d ,
And memory still flows with lava
tide,
Say it is folly, and deem me weak,
As the scalding drops dart down
my cheeks,
But I love it! I love it! and cannot tear
* ARM CHAIR
THE OLD
My soul from my mother's old arm
I love it! I love it! anq who shall
chair.
dare
*
To chide me for loving that · old
MY THANKS TO KENNETH
0.
arm chair?
Evanson of Northwood for a note
I've treasured it long as a sainted of appreciation and the compliprize,
ment implied in the suggestion
I've bedewed it with tears and that I must have broken 90 in golf
embalmed it with sighs;
on a certain day. I have not had
Tis bound by thousand bonds to that honor. My experience with
my heart,
golf was brief, but wholly satisNot a, tie will break, not a link wm factory. Walking in from Lincoln
start;
~
park years ag:o I encountered Find-

* *
I

* *

lay ~ameron and some others wlio
had just finished a game of golf
and were ·also on their way home
afoot. Someone asked about my
golfing, and I said I had never
played. Cameron urged me to try
a shot and loaned me a club for
that purpose. The ball was teed.
I took my stance-I believe that's
what they call it-took aim and
let drive. Away sailed the ball,
straight and true, for I don't know
how many hundred yards. Everybody said it was a magnificent
drive. I admitted that it was pretty
good, and modestly refrained from
saying that I could do much better
if I really put my mind to it. The
fellows all urged me to do it again,
and quite firmly I refused. I had
mac. a gcod record. Why spoil it?
I have never · made another shot.

* *BOOKLET
*
. A SOUVENIR
HAS
been issued by the High School
describing the new High School
unit. The booklet gives in condensed form statistical information
relating to the new building, portraits of early and present members of the Board of Education,
lists of early and present faculty
members and other material which
will be useful for reference for
many years.

*

*
A MINOT *TAXI DRIVER,
WHO
turned author, has a new book off
the press of Appleton-Century this
month. The title of the novel is
"Boy in Blue," and Royce Brier is
the author.
At the present time Mr. Brier
is assistant city editor of the San
Francisco Chronicle, having entered newspaper work shortly . after
leaving Minot. He is the author of
two other novels, "Crusade," and
"Reach for The Moon." In 1934
Mr. Briel' won the Pulitzer Prize
for reporting with his coverage of
the lynching of John Holmes and
Thomas Thurmond at San Jose,
California. At the present time he
is in London to cover the coronation of George VI for his paper.
"Boy in Blue'' is a story of the ·
Civil war told from the Northern
viewpoint, and offers a striking
contrast to "Gone With The Wind,"
and other novels laid in the deep
south.

I

I AM INDEBTED . TO J. A. Mc- signed, I waited deliberately until waded and picked up shells. One
Intosh of Cavalier for an ·opportu~ thatwasdone. Then I buckled down of her greatest thrills was when
nity to· examine a copy of the Can- one night and did the whole job.
she speared a big fish in that
adian: fourth reader, published in
creek.
1867 which was
THE CONTENTS OF THE BOOK
*
one' of the texts
are classified by continents, a secA CORONATION COPY OF
us e d by many
ti~m beingdevoted to de~criptive and the London Times is received. It
persons now livhistorical matter relating to each, was published the day before the
ing in North bawith a final collection of miscel- coronation, and, like everything
kota. It ~as one·
laneous prose and poetical selec- associated with The Times, it
of my old 'school.tions, principally religious. While gives the impression of massiveb O O k s, a n d
most of the selections are by Brit- ness and solidity. One full page _
though I have in
ish or Canadian authors, American contains a genealogical tree of the
recent years · seen
writers are also represented, British royal family, and anyone
copies of other
among them Bryant, Whittier, interested in such matters can
books of the seLongfellow and Elihu Burrit.
trace the · descent of George VI
ries, . this is the
*
from the Saxon Cerdic on one side
first copy of the
MRS. LEON PETT IT, . OF and Kenneth McAlpine, who was
fourth reader
~ Backoo, writes that the poem "The king of Kintyre in Scotland in
that I have seen
frost," which was quoted in this 832, down through the Norman
since my school_..
Davies
column a $Ort time ago~ was one kings, Plantagensts, Tudors and
days; l,!lr. Mcinof the selections, as nearly as she Stuarts, to , the present house of
tosh calls attention to the story of can recall, in Monroe's fourth read- Brunswick. The issue contains
be skater and the wolves which I er which was used in the Minne- many pages of articl6s by specialhappened to mention a few weeks apolis schools in 1880. It was. also ists in history and constitutional
ago, and which ·appears in this in the Canadian fourth reader.
law of real value to the student.
volume. It has been interesting to
*
*
me to look ·the old book over, for
MRS. PETTIT WOULD LIKE
A FEATURE WHICH SEEMS
all its contents are familiar, and to find again a poem which is not odd to the reader of American
several of them recall incidents familiar to me, but of which she newspapers is that the front page
:which occurred while the lessons recalls the following lines:
and several following pages of the
iWere in progress. One selection is Ere long the burgomaster· passed, Times · are occupied exclusively
the poem by · Burns, "Man was
and noticing the light,
w i t h classified advertisements.
ade to mourn.'' George King was Paused to inquire why the door Among . these are offerings, right
always so affected by the sadness
should be left open so at up to the last minute, of seats for
of that poem that he was in tears
night.
the coronation parade. P r i c e s
before he got to the end of it. "My little dirk has done it, sir," the range from 2 guineas to 20 guinGr.ay's "Elegy'' is quite vividly rewidow smiling said;
eas-$10 to $100-usually with lunch
called. Once, as a penalty for some ''So that the ravens might fly in or dinner.
delinquency, I was ordered to diaand bring my hungry chil* * *
gram the first stanza of that poem
dren bread."
ONE ADV ER T 'I SEMEN T
and bring the result to school next
* * *
warns tourists against fake aucmorning. I neglected it, and the
LIKE MANY OF THE REST tions and "rigged" sales, and. perpenalty WE:\$ doubled next day. Fur- of us Mrs. Pettit recalls with plea- sons interested are advised that
ther negligence called for niore sure the scenes of her childhood. · lists of reliable and licensed auc..
doubling, "ihd when it appeared She Uves in Noble county, Minne- tioners are available. Evidently
that :was done~ Then I buckled down sota .and recalls the creek with the they have rackets in London as
close to h.a ving. the whole poem as- pebbly bottom where children well as in some other places.

* * *

* *

* *

*

* *' *

!CAL !i E P R O DUC- turface by photographing through make the complete passage in one
Uon bas
f&oil ta.ted ,tht publication ot plcture• thAt illustrations
~
of all ki~ s have. »ecome. the daily
diet of the pubUc. Many persons
seem to speiid
tn o r & time on
pictures than
the printed word,
and this practice
is by no means
confined to the
chUdreh who itt·
sist on their dallf
dose of comics.
Some ye1ir1 ago
some ot the mnre
sensational metropolitan n e w •·
papers
w h i ch
DavlM.
had indulged in
d. riot of Brobdingnagian headlihes
began the publioa.tioh of tabloids
conste1ting chiefly ot pictures. So:rne
unsympathetfo p1rso11 obse:tved bitterly that having published papers
for those who could not think• they
:_1ad now gone to publishihg thetn
~or those who could not read. :13ut,
whatever real!ton, the public
see:rtUJ to like pictures, and it is
getting more and more C>f them.

on

.Zor

***

. MOST COMMONLY EMPLOYed of all the means for reproducing
photographs is the half-tone , process, which duplicates with remarkable fidelity the lights and
shadows in the original picture
Whefi the work is well done. This
effect is produced by th~ printing
of minute dots, varying in size according to the degree of shadow,
and arranged in .parallel and crisscross lines. The ef:tect can be seen
clearly- if a strong glass is h.e ld over a small section o:f: b. picture. The
lines , may run 30, 40, 60, 100 or
more to the inch, according to tlie
fineness of the work desired.

tt. fine screen. Light reflected from direction.

the shadings of the picture goverJ!S the size of the dot! .. Frederick
E, Ives. originator of the half-tone
process, died last week in Philadelphia at the age of 81. Born on
a Connecticut farm he was a great
disappointment \ to his father because he was more interested in
study than in · farming. At the age
of 8 he became possessed of a
cheap microscope and a book on
physics, and from that time on ~e
was a student of science.

* * *

WHILE DOING RESEARCH
work at Cornell ih 1886 he turned
to the thought of half-tone pietures, and he wrote later that he
weht to bed one night puzzled and
fagged over the problem. Awaking
in the :morning he seemed to see
projected on the ceiling the complete process which he had been
seeking. Before noon· he had a
crude apparatus in successful op~fation. He did valuable work in
color photography and other fields,
but died a relatively poor man beca.use he heglected to patent some
inventions whicli might have
made
1
hhn millions.

***

IT IS NOW A GOOD MANY
years since Roald Amundsen, famous Arctic explorer and first human visitor to the South pole,
spent a day or two in Grand Forks
as the guest of his friend H. Bendeke and described in a lecture his
achievement of the northwest passage in his sturdy little ship the
''Gjoa.'' For centuries men had
sought a passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific around the north
end of this continent. Before Amundsen' s time the existence of such
a. waterway had been demonstrated. Ships sailing from the east had
reached points reached earlier by
*
ships from the west, but the ships
1rALFETONE PLATES AR'.m from both · dirl3ctions had been
made by etching on a sensitized ~omf>elled to return the way they
plate the· picture transferred to its weflt. Amundsen was the first to

* *

* *HAD*

AMUNDSEN

PLANNED

an expedition to reach the north
pol~, but his plans we;re interrupted by the announcement, first of
Cook and than of Peary, · that each
had reached the pole. While Cook's
claims were later exploded Amundsen realized that the time was not
opportun~ for another North pole
dash. He changed his plans and
struck out for the South pole instead. The . Norwegian flag which
he planted at the pole was discovered there a month later by
Captain Scott; wno, with Hveral
companions, died of cold afid hUnger on the return trip.
1

*

* *

ONE OF AMUNDSEN'S
friends and companions was Gottfried Hanson, Who, ais a Danieh
naval lieutenant, joined Amund•
sen's . northwest expedition and
served as second in command~ He
accompanfed Anmhdsen on other
expeditions and conducted several
of his own. He attained the tank
of admiral in the Danish navy, and
died in Copenhagen a few days
ago, aged 81.

' ***

'

. IN -'rHE FIRST PARAGRAPH
of this column today" I used the
word "Brobdihgnagiart.,, When A.
small boy I read "Gulliver's Travels," and, like most boys, t wa~
fascinated by the stories of adventure in strange lands, especially ot
that wonderful country where a
grown man of the western world
could b~ carried with ease ih the
apron-pocket of ll. farm girl. I read.
the book many times · afterward,
but. it was not until I :was past
middle life that I discovered that
there were two "n's'' in th~ natn~
of that country. Although I nad
seen the name hundreds of ti1:hes,
to me it had always beeh "Btobdignag," and the way the book~
have seerns utterly Wrong fo me
yet.-

1

TWENTY-FIVE YE.A,R , AGO
this summer the late F~k A.
Brown lost his glasses In the· water near his cottage. at Maple Lake.
Since Mr. Brown's death the ·cottage has been
owned and occupied each summer by his son
W. J. Brown. Occasi on a 11 y the
loss of the glasses was recalled,
and as the water
receded · they
were sought from
time to t 1 m e
w i t h o u t much
hope of success.
A few days ago
the . lost . spectaclea were found
DaYlea
In the sand by
Frank, 10n of W. J'. Brown, and
grandson of the original owner, a
youth ·now in high school In Grand
Forks.

unable, however, to interest either the Journal management or any
of the eastern .papers with which
he had contact. One of the latter
replied to his query with the sarcastle comment that when John D~
Rockefeller .died they would know
about it without depending on information from out in the sticks.
Bacheller supposes now that his
unidentified visitors had got hold
of some garbled version of the career of William A. Rockefeller,
father of -John D., who died about
that time, and who had spent considerable time under an assumed
name at Park River while main·
taining his residence at Freeport,
Ill.

hair-cut!'' Then my friend broke
up the service and bia own sleep
by laughing out loud.

* * *

BRIEF MENTION WAS MADE
in The Herald a short tline ago of
plans for a memorial service held
at Gardar in memory of the late
Rev. F. J. Be gman, who was pastor of the Icelandic church at Gardar from 1886 to 1902. The service
was h.eld on May 28, ana in connection with it there was held a
reunion of members of the first
clasa, twenty in number, confirmed by Mr. Bergman April '1, 1887.
At that time the members of the
class resolved to have a class reuniQn on the expiration of 60
* * *
years. The recent gathering ·w u in
SOME OF US WERE TALKING fullfilment of that purpose. Of the
the other day abQut the manner in original class 10 were present, four
which impressions, which may are dead and six were unavoidably
have been retained sub-consciously· abaent.
for months or years, are jumbled
* *
together In absurd sequence in REV. F. J. BERGMAN WAS AN
dreams. Such combinations suggest acknowledged leader among the
*
to me the patterns made by the Icelandic settlers in North Dakota
COTTAGERS AT MAPll,E LAKE bits of colored glass in the once- and Manitoba. After his service at
have been cheered this apring by familiar toy, tpe kaleidoscope. the Gardar settlement he went to
the fact that the- lake level is high- Those bits of glass take their Winnipeg· where he served as proer now than It has been tor several places by pure chance, without sys- f essor of Icelandic at Wesley, colyears. It is stlll far from the level tem ·or order, forming patterns, lege and pastor of the Winnipeg
of years ago when the first cot- sometimes beautiful, sometimes Tabernacle with a congregation
tages were .built on its shores, but grotesque. Never, in · millions of chiefly Icelandic. He was a man
the fact that the level has raised times, is the same pattern repeat- of learning and culture and the
appreciably is accepted as evi- ed exactly. Impressions which in author of several books.
dence tha.t normal rainfall .c an our waking moments can oe ar·
· .* * *
check the subsidence which has ranged by an effort of the will, in THE MEMORIAL SERVICES
been going on for years. 'l'he south- partial sleep are subject to no such in his honor were most impressive
western end of the lake, where the orderly control, and a crazy dream and were attended by many persteamboat once made regular. trips is the result.
·
sons from a distance who came to
to Maple Bay, is now mostly hay
·
*
pay tri,b ute to the man whose
meadow.
A FRIEND ONCE TO~ ME memory they revered. Pr. B. J.
, *· *
of waking himself out of his sleep Brandson, the well-known WiriniM. C. BACHELLER RECALLS by bursting into laughter. The perg surgeon, who is .the youngest
that · something like 30 years ago; cause of his laughter was a member of the class, was the
while he wa.s , a reporter · on the · dream. He imagined himself at a speaker of the occasion and paid a
Minneapolis Journal, two strange church ceremonial where, with lm- glowing tribute to Mr. Bergmann.
men came into the office where he pressive ceremonies .and before a On behalf of the class he presentchanced to be. alone after the pa- large audience, men were being ed to the congregation a bronze
per had gone to press and · tried to ordained ·into the ministry. One by memorial tablet suitably inscribed
interest him in a story, as he re... one they stood . before the altar ·to commtmorate the occasion. This
members it now, about the "death · while the ' solemn words . of con- tablet had been installed in the
ot· John D. Rockefeller in North secration were pronoun,c ed by a church, and· at the close of Dr.
Dakota." While th.e thin·g , didn't robed official. One ,candidate had Brandson's address it was unveiled
sound reasonable to Bach he unusually long hair. The official by Mrs. G. A. Paulson, of Winnithought i·t was worth following up looked him _o ver .severely ,and said, peg, a daughter of the late Mr.
to 1ee what was behind it. ·He was "What you n~ed, young
ls a Bergmann.

*

* *

*

*

*

man,

WELL, THE WEDDING IS riness. Edward has made a bad less than 4 minutes. Expeditions
over and the lad
is a duchess, mess · of things, .but there is no have set up their apparatus qn
· y·
need to hound him to death and mountains in ·Peru and also on a
which is something, even though· keep rubbing it in perpetually. So small coral . island in the western
at the last moment she was denied here's to the sturdy vicar of Dari- Pacific. If weather· conditions are
the privilege of
ington, who brought to the situa- favorable photographic records :will
being a royal
tion the touch of dignity that was be made , during those few minutes
highness. As J he
sadly needed.
which will be studied by scientists
last scene in the
* * *
for years, in the effort to discover
drama was about
NEXT T U·E SD A Y THERE new facts about the universe in
to be enacted the
will occur the most interesting which we live.
center of the
eclipse of the sun that has occur* .* *
stage was occured for 12 centuries. Its importance
EARLY SUMMER IS THE
pied unexpected- ·
will be due to its duration, which time for picnics, and for ivy-poisly by the doughty
will be within half a minute of the oning. The poison from :.poison ivy
vicar of Darlinglongest time that it is possible for affects different persons ·..in differton, who telea solar eclipse to last. The sun be- ent ways. A few ·a re completely
phoned . that he
ing larger than the moon, the immune. Many escape with rather
was about to
shadow cast by the moon runs to mild skin irritation. Others suffer
start for France
a point away out in space. The torments, and some cases have
to marry the
duration of a total eclipse as .view- ended · fat~lly. The poison from this
couple and that'
ed from the earth depends on the plant lies in a resinous material
he would arrive
Davies.
relative distances apart of sun, contained in the sap . and exuded
next morning. And, without a by- moon and earth. When those dis- from stems and leaves. Applied to
your-leave to princes, potentates, tances are such that the shadow the skin it cannot be removed by
archbishops or other ecclesiastical covers the greatest possible area ordinary washing. It dissolves in
superiors, he did just as he had the sun, as viewed from one spot, alcohol and also in strongly alkasaid. He arrived at Monts, , dined will be totally obscured for 7 min- line soap. ·Authorities on the subwith the tiridal couple, and when utes and 40 seconds. There is no ject advise campers to go supplied
the time came married them ac- record of an eclipse of that maxi- with st1:ong laundry soap-the oldcording to the rites of his church. mum duration. In 1803 an eclipse fashioned yellow bar soap is said
*
lasted 7 minutes. · Not since the to be 1?est of all for the purpose...THE VICAR'S ACTION MAY eighth century has one lasted for and to wash exposed parts .v igorhave been highly irregular. That is as much as 7 minutes and 40 sec- ously with such soap as quickly as
for the authorities of his church to onds, which will be the duration possible after suspected contact
determine , and it is .for them to of the one next Tuesday.
with poison ivy.
t
take such action as they may deem
*
·proper. But regardless of what that
SCIENTISTS ARE INTERESTIVY POISONING MAY BE
action may be, the vicar perform- ed in the duration of an eclipse caused without direct contact .with
ed an act which makes him a sort because of. the length of time af- the plants. Handling gloves that
of popular hero, and which is not forded ·for observation, hence there have been used in pulling weeds
likely to lower him in the estima- is intense interest in the forth- may convey the poison to the
tion of Edward's immediate rela- coming eclipse, one of the longest skin. The poison may be carried in
tives.
in the Christian era. Unfortunate- smoke from fires in which the
*
ly for the observers, most of the plants are burned. It is possible,
ALL THE EFFORTS OF ALL path of totality wm · be .over the also, to · become so sensitive to ivy
the sob sisters and misty-eyed ro- ocean, and the only land from poisoning that even a microscopic
manticists have not sufficed to which the spectacle can ,be seen is particle of the poison lodged on the
take from this marital a'tl.venture near the ends of the shadow, where skin will set up acute inflammathe tarnish of, cheapness and tawd- in e.a ch case the eclipse will last tion affecting the entire system.

*

*

·

* * *

* *

·. * * ,

IT ISN'T OFTEN THAT A ltEquest for new poetry is broadcast.
More often the poet has to hunt
diligently for an opportunity to get
his 1 i n e s in to
'
print. Only rarely
will a publisher
undertake to produ·c e a book of
·poems except at
the author's expense, and most
··
of the verse sent
to magazines a~d
other publications
is returned
or
dropped into the
w a s t e - basket.
Therefore a request for poetry
is suff i c i e ll t 1 y
Davies
rare to m e r i t
comment.

may be described as one a year
and up. He is 60 years old, and
he has saved 61 persons from
drowning. The other day he made
his 61st rescue, plunging into the
water, swimming 50 yards, and
bringing ashore a young woman
who was about to disappear for
the third time. On that occasion
McNeil had the misfortune to lose
his pipe. He has been given medals galore, but doesn't wear them,
for if he put them . all on their
weight would impede his rescue
work.

IT HAS BEEN A PLEAS URE,
therefore, to read · an article entitled "Will There Be Wheat?" by
Neil M. Clark, just published in the
Saturday Evening post. The article
deals with conditions in North Dakota and South Dakota as they appefi\,red to the writer early in April
of ·this year. The writer disq,u sses
the crop outlook as it appe~red in
the early weeks of the season, and
which far exceed the prospects of
most recent years. He points out,
too, the hazards which were still
to be met, drouth, grasshop·p ers,
* * *
rust, etc., and refers to the t~agic
SOMEBODY SENDS IN THIS destruction of the crop of 1935 as
clipping from Elbery Hubbard, an illustration of possibilities.

* ARTICLE
* * IS NOT
which contains what appears to be
MR CLARK'S
perfectly good advice:
wholly devoted to crop prospects.
"If you work for a man, in
heaven's name work for him. If Attention is given to the effect of
recent years of drouth on social
he pays wages that supply ..you .and economic conditions, and these
* * .
your bread and butter, work for
THERE IS TO BE PUBLISHE-D him, speak well of him, think well are discussed sanely and temperin the near future an "Old Trails of him, stand by him, and stand ately, with no trace of sensational-.
Anthology," containing poetry repism. · In regard to the much-adver1 tised
exodus of farmers from North
resentative of the regions travers- by the institution he represents.
think if I worked for a man, I
ed by the trails over which pion- would work for him. I would not Dakota Mr. Clark says he finds. no
evidence of wholesale migration
eers traveled in crossing or enterwor.k for him a part of his time,
ing the Great Plains states from but all of his time. I would give from large areas. Many families,
the Canadian border down to an undivided service or none. If he says, went west last ~all, but
Mexico. The publishers solicit
in many of those cases there was
poems by professional or amateur put to a pinch, an ounce of ·loyalty no intent to abandon the farms.
writers which will fit in with the is worth a pound of cleverness. If Often sonse were left in charg
plan of the book. The poems will you must vilify, condemn and while parents we.n t elsewhere, but
be grouped by state chapters. Per- eternally disparage, why, resign the latter expect to return to take
sons interested are requested to your position, and when you are up their usual work. ·
outside, damn to your heart's conwrite · Gladys Clifton, Boise City,
* *
tent.
But, I pray you, so Jong as
THE CONCLUSION
IS REACHOklahoma, enclos~ng stamped enyou
are
a
part
of
an
institution,
ed
in
the
article
that
farming in
velope for instructions and rules.
do not condemn it. Not that you the Dakotas must .·be modified to
* * *
ANOTHER UNUSUAL RE- will injure the institution-not that meet existing conditions and that
i quest appears in an advertisement -but when you disparage the con- this modification has been and is
· in the Billboard in which Nat. D. cern of which you are a part, you in progress, changes being made to
meet existing needs. Mr. Clark
Rodgers of Dallas, Texas, sends disparage yourself."
out a call for old-time artists,
* ·* *
quqtes with approval a statement
song writers, dancers, jugglers,
RESIDENTS OF NORTH DA- by Dean Walster, of the North
singers, acrobats, etc., who were kota have had occasion many times Dakota Agricultural college, who
performing in the gay nineties or to resent the character of maga- said:
thereabouts. The notice says that zine articles which purported to de"I THINK WE'VE GOT TO SET
age is . in the applicant's favor if scribe conditions in their state, but
he can . perform. The idea seems were full of gross distortions and up in the states a single administo be to put on a show similar to often of direct misstatements of trative agency to clear all statethose in vogue before most of the fact. Often the articles were read- federal relations. There are · too ·
present show-going generation were able in form and attractively illus- many strings running from here to
trated, and
uniformed
readers Washington, Omaha, St. Paul. ,Disborn.
would ·be likely to accept them as tant solutions for near problems
* *
PETER M'NEIL, DOCKMAS- accurate in their descriptions and are too often the wrong solutions,
ter at the Battery, New York city, sound in their interpretation. Their or they come too late to serve the
has a life-saving record which in influence was distinctly damaging purpose. This remoteness doesn't
a sort of distorted golf language to the reputatio:q: of the state.
work."

*

*

* * *

I

*

W!IAT SHALL BE SA.ID NOW
of the explanations that have been
offered for the· drouth that has
persisted in these northwestern
state• for some
six or s e v e n
years? We have
been told by va- .
rious volunteer
into the realm .of
meteorol o g i c. al
science that the
drouth was due
to 'the greed and
shortsightedne s s
of men. Ranges
were overstocked
and overgrazed;
sod that should
bave been left as
nature placed it
Davlea
was turned wrong·
side up; water was evaporated
from the soil until all the lakes
and ponds were empty and all the
streams ran dry; because there
was nothing left to · evaporate,
clouds could not form nor rain

the moisture content of northwest
r.
* *ARE INDEBY -WAYS*WHICH
pendent ot human intervention,
and which, except for the brief perlod of a few hours or days, are
beyond the range of accurate prediction, nature . has swung over
this territory great masses of air,
saturated · with moisture i11 its
passage over distant seas, and welcome, reviving rain has fallen upon
the earth. Never has the fact been
m~re conclusively dem9nst:rated
that man cannot control the e:tements by doing this or that with a
few. in~hes of soil. He can conserve
or waste the water that falls, but
he cannot infll:\,ence its quantity.
a
_
l

fla

fer the first time stn~ the
wir of l.:812. They were accon,.pe,n. by . hundreds of their feUo1V1ed
citizens; and their parade an
drills IJ}ade spectacular entertai •
ment.

*

* *

THAT VISIT WAS THE FlRST
of several made· by . the 90
battalion. In the meantime there wa1
started an .exchange of visits - to
the fairs given respectively in the
two cities .. The World war took the
90th battalion overseas,, and during
the war years the Winni.peg fair
was suspended. But other agencies
continued the friendly interchange.
During several years Winnipeg
and Grand Forks were members of
* *
the same baseball league. Curling
ENTERTAINMENT OF WEEK- clubs exchanged visits. Debaters
end visitors from Winnipeg pre- representing the two universities
sents a problem for the local competed. University professors
Chamber of Commerce, a problem were exchanged. Special occasions
in the handling of which the attracted vJ~ltors in one direction
Chamber must have the hearty or the other. On one occasion the
support of local people if the com- Grand Forks city · council visited
munity is to realize the benefits Winnipeg at the invitation of the
fall.
which are possible for this perio- Winnipeg council, and the mem*
die influx · of visitors from th~ bers were accompanied by a num. F.ROK EVERY CORNER OF north. Each week-end · ·brings to ber of other Grand Forks reslthe country including Washington the · city many visito~s from Win- dents. When Edward, prince of
·
'
.
' nipeg, and when publlc hollday11 in Wales, later King Edward VIll
D. C., came the doleful statement Winnipeg ·o ccur on Monday, which and now duke of Windsor, yisited
tbat before th,re could be rain in is the day on which they are set there, a . large delegation from
any appreciable quantity all the whenever possib1e, we have Q. con- Grand Forks ~ttended the cetemistaken policies of man. with ref- stant .stream of arrival$ from the monials in his honor. Service clubs
erence to the soil must be cor- north whQ become patrons of our entered the picture soon afte~
rected and the injurious methods stores and . restaurants, . and for their organization and visits of
which he has employed must be many of . whom accommodations these clubs back and forth are
reversed. · ·Contrary to predictions, must be provided in private homes. regular features of their activities.
it has rained, :not in swift, unac- Winnipeg's last general holiday
* * *
~oqntable ploud-bursts~ ·but in day sel;l.8()n brought to Grand Forks
EARLY AUTOMOBILE TRIPS
after day of alternating drizzles something -like 2,500 persons, a between the two cities were re~l
and aoaking downpours. After a number far . beyond the .Possible adventures. Aside from the temf¥hion scarcely equaled in t~ hotel capacity of the city.
peramental character of cars there
wettes of the wet years, every
* .* · * ·
was a strong probability of beiRg
inch of the stat.e has been ttloisten- . EXCHANGE OF VISITS ON A bogged down in the mud going or
ed and all but a small corner has considerable scale ·between Win- coming,. and ·there are Grand For1ts
been soaked. :And all this has come nipeg and Grand Forks began residents · who to this day will tna.bo11t ·without the ; provocation of away back in the nineties when sist that the mud in the vicinity
man or the assistance- of go\T.ern- Winnipeg's 90th Battalion made of Morris,' Manitoba, is the most
ment. Fields that · were ·plowed up Its first ·excursion · to Grand For.ks . sticky and tenacious of · any on
have not been returned to grass, on one of Winnipeg's civic boli- earth. There are· others who would
and ·t he covering has nQt yet been days. , In ~h'ose (i.ays travel was of give first place in ~his respect to
restored on ranges that ;were. over- necessity exclusively by train, and the -mud in Pembina county. Now
stocked. Lakes and streams have two or three special trains brought the distance between the two citcont;ributed practically nothing in to the ·United -States ·a rmed and ies can be covered in , about fou~
the way qf · evaporation to _increase uniformed . men under the British hours, rain or shine.

.*

*

·

*
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IS THERE ANYTHING IN wers was so far in excess of that his famous poem~. ·A California
clairvoyance or telepathy? Is it ~ased on the mathematical element man writes that the . line: "The
possible for . one, without calling of chance that . the, exp'e rimenters tumult and the .shouting dies'' is
in to .play any . of the recognized were convinced that the subjects poor grammar, and that the poem
s en s e s,
sight,
were guided by some mysterious resorted to the indefensibl~ expe..
bearing, touch,
sixth sense which enabled them to dtent of using a singular .verb with
see things ordinarily invisible, and a plural subject because he had to
etc., to learn of
facts which exist
to. read thoughts that had been have a word to rhyme with "Sacbeyond t h e ·
given no . expres~ion by speech or rifice.'' He -yvould . amend the line
other known form of communica- by·. having .. it · read: "The sh outings
reach of any of
those senses? . Is
tion.
cease, the tu.inult .· dies."
.
it possible for
* *
* ' :* *
SO CONVINCING WERE
THAT ·1 HAS. BROUGHT A
him to read what
is passb1,g in the
those experiments to the experi... flock of other sqggestions. One
menters and others that Dr. Alexis writer would change the ·une to:
mind of "'nother ,
person who mEcy
Carrel, a scientist of no mean "The ' tumult wanes, the .-shouting
be d·i stant from
standing, cites them in supp~rt of .dies." Another p~opo~,s:' ."The
him and out of
his unequivocal statement that tumult ends~ the shouting . dies."
any of the ordinclairvoyance and telepathy are Two or three come to the defense
ary means of
demonstrated sc;lentific facts. Still, of Kipling and insist that the
communication?
others have remained unconvinced, form vv:hich he uses is correct, and
Davies.
M a n y persons
and other experiments with cards that his combination of tumult
have insisted and do insist that have · been conducted on a some- and shouting is meant to convey
these things are possible, and cite what different basis.
the ··thought of uproar, which is
instances in which it is alleged
*
singular. And of course we have
that these seemingly impossible
IN THESE THE PERCENT- cited for our .benefit cases in. which
things have · ·been done. Usually in age of c·o rrect answers given , by other poets have mixed the numconnection with such occurrences the subjects were compared with bers of their verbs and nouns and
there have ,arisen questions as to the num~er of correct answers in- got away- with it. Marl,-owe is ·quotthe credibility of witnesses. Prob- dicated by the numbers which ed in the lines:
ability of mere coincidence and turned up on dice properly shaken. Come live with me and be my love;
numerous other factors which af- The number of ·correct answers And we will all the pleasures prove
fect the validity of the testimony. given by the dice · were almost as .That hills and vaHeys, dales and
Recently certain men of science great u thos.e given by the hufields,
,
undertook fo subject the questions man subject, and both were great- Woods or steepy mountains yields.
to really scientific tests. Among the ly in excess of the mathematical
Then '}"e l}ave the lines . from
experiments made were many with ratio based on the theory ·of Shakespeare:
playing cards in which the subject chance.
I know a bank whereon the wild
was asked to name cards selected
thyme blows,
in such a manner that he could not
THAT LEAVES TH~ SUBJECT Where ox~lips and the noddin,g
about where it was in the first · · violet ·grows.
··
i know their identity.
place. There may be th.ose who will
* *
INTO SUCH CASES . THE ELE- assert, on the basis of · their own QUITE APPROPRIATELY THE
ment of chance enters in large sad experience, that throwing dice ,critics are asked what they have
' measure. But the chance of right is not a ,game of chance, but of sci- against Kipling· that they take it
answers being given out of a large entific skill.
out on him when they have neg..
num"Qer of trials can be ascertain:.
'I(
:)f
Iected other offenders for .so long.
ed mathematically. In the experiRUDYARD KIPLING HAS NOT In the meantime, Kipli~g in all
ments conducted, under rigid con- long been in his grave, but already probability is out of reach . of the
trol, the percentage of right ans... the critics are at work on one of disturbance.
1

*

* *

* * *
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*
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THE BEMIDJI T I M E S IS..
sues an interesting tourist edition
descriptive of .the Bemidji and
Cass · Lake region.. It isn't long
since that entire
region was unknown territory
e x c e p t to _the
lumbermen
and
the few hunters
· who were bold
.. enough to brave
the h a r d s h i p s
and dang'erl;1 of
t h e wilderness.
Lumbering in
that area, on the
scale once known,
is a thing of the
past, and while
there are still a
Davies
few lumber camps
and a few hundred 150-called lumberjacks, civilization has made its
impress on them. Paul Bunyan
~nd his tribe, rough, rollicking,
.and gluttons for. work, exist only
in tradition. But there is wilderness left, and enlightened methods
are being used for its preservation. The tourist industry has
taken the place of the lumber industry, and there are tourist
camps instead of lumber camps . .

* *' *

LUMBERMEN DID A LOT OF
needless damage to that great
area. Without some sort of regulation tourists would soon spoil what
is· left. · Fortunately regulation has
made considerable progress. Great
areas have been set aside as public
parks or forest and game reserves,
and rangers are watchful to see
that no depredations are committed. This applies not only to hunting and fishing, but to the building
of camps, lighting of fires, cutting
of timber and removal of growing
plants and trees. The area is being
preserved in order that" it may be,
aS it should, one of the great vacation districts of the continent.

I

I

HARRY HOPKINS THINKS
that in addition tq pensions for the
aged and insurance for the unemployed, there should be pensions
for children. ·· One writer suggests
that there ~hould also be pensions
for vacations, and at this season of
the year that idea has ·peculiar
force. Almost everyone expects a
vacation of some sort once ·a year.
But of what use is a vacation if
one faces it with empty pockets?
And what could be more appropriate than for th_e government to issue to each man, woman and child,
along toward the middle of summer, a check large enough to cover at least a two-weeks' vacation?
And while the government is
about it, it should do the thing up
right. Niggardliness would spoil it
all. The check should be. sufficient
to cover the cost of going wherever one wants to go, and back, . ineluding bed and board, fishing
trips and other incidentals. In that
way · millions of dollars would be
put in circulation, and millions of
people would be made happy.

azines will be received, and from
which they can be sent in bundles
to those who will pay carrying
charges, which would amount to
but a few cents for a considerable
bundle? In that way a lot of excellent reading matter could be
got to places where it will do the
most good instead of cluttering up
basements and attics.

* * *

THERE ARE THOSE WHO
like to preserve old magazines. I
have in mind .a residence in a distant city in which the large attic
had been fitted up with shelves for
the storage of magazines·. On those .
shelves were hundreds of volumes
of bound magazines, Harper's,
Scribner, Century, and other highclass magazines. There were also
literally thousands of unbound copies of such magazines. All were
arranged in perfect order. The collection, as a collection, must have
been very valuable. But from the
standpoint of utility it was practically worthless. No use was made
of the magazines. No one ever vis*
ited the attic except to store more
I SUPPOSE THERE A~E magazines or to dust off those that
somewhere such things as maga- were there. They were just so
zine exchanges. If not there ought much waste paper.
to be, and if there are any there
* * *
should be more of them. What to
YEARS AGO I PRESERVED
do with used magazines is a prob- carefully an my copies of a nationlem in many a household. If their al magazine, and at the end of each
contents have given pleasure in year I had the year's numbers
the family it seems a sin to destroy bound in a neat · volume. Three
them, and there are many who times I did that. At the end of the
would like to have them. In most third year I noticed that I was not
cities, and probably in most vii- making any . use of the numbers
lages, there is a superabundance that I had collected, and I quit. I
of magazines. But there are re- have those three _volumes yet.
mote corners where a bundle of They are just as good as new. They
good magazines would be prized. contain much interesting-and valuBut the person who has the maga- able material. But I suppose that
zines to give away does not know no one has opened one of the volhow to reach those who want them. umes in 30 years except as they
* * *
have been removed for .dusting or
WHY CANNOT THERE BE have ,been moved from one shelf to
arranged in a city like Grand another. Their only value now is
Forks some place where used mag- that of antiquity.

/
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*
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"A CENTURY OF CULTURE" Northwest," presented at the Uni- I've ·been a singer:
is the title of a most interesting versity of North Dakota during All the way from Africa to North
his service here, initiated a moveCarolina
little book containing the entire ment which has won wide approval
script of the pageant given under and which has enlisted the services I carried my sorrow songs.
the abov
title
of a large number of · students in I made ragtime.
descri p.. t iv e .of
this form of expression. In North I've been a dreamer:
progress in cu~Carolina Dr. Koch has won nation- ture in No rt h
al acclaim for the quality o, f the I dreamed that the great heart of
.
d ur1ng
·
America
Caro11na
work performed by students all ovthe past century.
er the state under his capable dl- Would beat true to high human
The pageant was
rection. In the production of this
impulse
Pre Pa~ e d and
year's , pageant hundreds of stu- And give me equal opportunity.
staged under the
dents participated as writers, mudirection of Dr.
sicians and actors, and the produc- I've been a prophet:
F re de rick .,ff.
tion may be considered thoroughly My dream is true: for I who once
Koch,
formerly
representative of the thought, hope Was deemed smitten of God and
of the Unive ity
and ambition of the st.ate.
afflicted,
of N ortli Dakota,
*
and for many
WHILE THE ENTIRE PRO- Have now entered with universal
years instructor
duction is exceedingly 'interesting,
welcome,
in drama and al. Davies.
especially striking is the recogni~ Into the patrimony of mankind.
lied subjects at
tion given to the negro, his hopes
the University of North Carolina.
and aspirations. In one of the epi- I am a Negro:
*
*
sodes these lines are spoken by a Black as the night ls black,
THE . PAGEANT, WHICH WAS negro in the cast:
Black like the depths of my Africa.
presented at Dµke university _staTHE MODERN NEGRO.
Still visioning the stars!
dium on ·A pril 23, depicts the I am a Negro,
* * *
progress of education through its Black as the night is black,
THIS LITTLE BOOK WILL BE
successive stages of classicism, Black like · the depths of my Af- filed in the Blue Key library at the
monasticism,
scholasticism
and
rica.
Universi_ty . of North Dakota, in
umanism, this sequence compriswhich are being collected specilng the first part of the pageant. I've been a slave:
ments of the work of former North
~he second part . surveys the prog- ! Caesar told me to keep his door- Dakota students. The Blue Key
ress of education in its varied'
steps clean~
is _doing an excellent bit of work
phases in North Carolina. The I brushed the boots of Was~ing- ·i n assembling· and preserving books
pageant closes with a masque of
ton.
and other works of former stuthe future.
'd ents. The collection is already of
I've been a worker:
considerable size, and as other
* WORKED
*
DR. KOCH HAS
DIL- Under my hands the pyramids items are obtained it will be an
igently and successfully for many arose,
'
outstanding representation of valears in promoting collaboration I made mortar for the Woolworth. uable work which had its . origin in
in pageantry. His ''Pageant of the
building.
the _University of N ortb. Dakota.

*

*

*

*

IT WILL NOW BE IN ORDER
somebody to start a new war
scare based · on conflicting claims
of Great Britain and the United
States to
sovereignty over the
Antarctic continent.
There are
minerals in that
forsaken country,
but at present
t h e r e a r e no
means for getting them· . out.
Nevertheless, it is
reported
th at
Britain ·is taking
time by the forelock and asserts
sovereignty over
a c o n s · i d e rable part of the
Davies
continent, to some of which Washington is disposed to lay claim.

Ifor

*

*

*

THERE HAS NEVE·R BEEN
any hard and fast rule governing
sovereignty over new and unoccupied territory. The rule that finders are entitled to be keepers has
been given recognition modified by
the principle that if the finder
does .not choose to keep what he
has found .· when he finds it; the
next finder will be entitled to take
possession if he wishes to do so.
Discovery , is one element on which
sovereignty is based. Exploration
: is another. . Occupancy is regard. ed as perhaps the most convincing
of all.
·

* * NATIONS
MEN OF* MANY
have achieved discoveries in Antarctica, and have carried on works

of · exploration. Nobody has yet settled there. Enthusiastic explorers
have "taken possession'' of various
parts · of the continent in the name
of this or that nation, and numerous flags have been planted on
its · icy surface. But there has
been no evidence of intent on the
part of any visitor to its shores to
live in the country for any length
of time or. to make any use of it
other than to walk across it or fly
over it.

The ingen_u ity of one of these birds
in guiding a long and sometimes
crooked twig through an opening
only an inch in diameter is something to admire. Sc,metimes the
wren undertakes mor~ than 1t can
accomplish. One of mine flew to
the house with a twig larger than
usual and shaped much like a capital Y. · She poked one of the arms
through the opening; ·then the rest
of the long twig lay crosswise of
the opening. She struggled· valiantly with it for fully fifteen min*
SOMETHING WILL BE MISSED utes, but she couldn't. make it go.
when the nations get to taking Her: · engineering knowledge was
actual possession of the southern not sufficient to teach her that if·
continent, if they ever do. · There she had inserted the single end
will ·be. no natives to civilize. Inas- first she could have forced the
much as many of the most impres- whole thing through. As it was
sive adventures in· iip.perialism· she struggled fruitlessly with the
have been undertaken for the os- h:~possible, at· times worrying the
tensible purpose of civilizing the stick as if to bite ' off the projectnatives and improving their condi- ing prong. Finally she gave it up,
tion, the lack of this r·aw material flew off with the twig and dropped
in Antarctica will be severely felt. it· over the fence.
If it comes to a showdown those
* *
who migrate . to that frozen land
AT A SCIENTIFIC MEETING
may be driven to :undertake the in New York gadgets were exhibitdifficult task of civilizing each ed to demonstrate the appearance
other.
of surrounding objects as seen
* *
through the eye of a fish, a fly,
AFTER LONG DELAY A PAIR and so forth. Among other things
of wrens have decided to take up there was a device showing that a
their abode in one of the houses rooster appears to the hen of his
that I have provided for them. All. f a:µ:iily to be a creature of gigantic ·
over town wrens have been house- size, which is said to explain why
keeping for weeks, but for some the hen will sometimes fly at the
reason our corner was avoided. rooster and peck him. Does· this
The cheery song of the little birds explain the mystery of the hen ...
is
welcome· sound.
pecked husband? Does he appear
* * *
to his spouse as a veritable Goliath
AS EVERYONE KNOWS WHO of Gath, and is her ·habit of orderhas watched wrens, they build the ing . him around simply an expedibase of their nests of small twigs. ent of self-defense?

*

*

*

*

a

IT MA y INTEREST SOME' OF watched, and there is the tendency hills and through several deep
our friends who think of' all of to drive too fast to take in the real gorges he goes south. Within a few
"d To et minutes he has been traveling toNorth Dakota as an arid desert, beauty of t h e coun t rysi e.
g
ward every point of the compass,
destined to abandonment to the the full effect one should abandon laboring furiously, but accomplishwinds and the the through highways and meand- ing precisely nothing. And after
wild creatures, to er along the country roads where playing · pack-horse until one is
know that they there is no traffic to interfere and weary watching him, ·he abandons
would ha v e to no temptation to drive fast. There whatever it was that h~ was cartravel far and one may. amble along as leisurely rying and rushes I off aimlessly to
w i d e to f i n d as is desired, pausing to enjoy any tackle something else.
scenes o{ r e a 1 bit of the picture which is especial*
beauty,
sugges- ly attractive, noticing here and
THEN ·THE ANT H~S BEEN
ti v e of peace, there the rolling contour of a cou- held up as a wonderful· example of
c o m f o r t a n d lee bank, the long pool created by co-operation. It takes co-operation .
· prosper it Y to the building of a little dam, find- to build ant-hills, to store them
compare with ing, occassionally, perhaps, that with food, to care for the young of
those which may the road has led him into a farm the colony, and to do many of the
be found on a yard, where, perchance, h.e may other things for which ants are
drive one of these meet an oid acquaintance or ex-. famous. But this co-operation has
summer evenings change greetings with an affable its limits. Again, for instance:
through
the farm- stranger.
* * *
Davlea.
ing country of
*
WHILE PUTTERING ABOUT
this Red river valley. Everywhere
THIS LANDSCAPE, SO BEAU- the garden I found several ants
fields are clad in the rich green of tiful now .in its summer dress, lies busy dragging off the remains of
su;mmer growth. Small grains, well in an atmosphere of peace on a, a deceased cutworm. How the cutrooted· during the cool weather, are q u i'e t evening, an atmosphere worm became deceased I do not
at the maximum of vigor. Long whose quality is enhanced by the know. The ants may have executed
rows of cultivated crops alternate view of a country church ~ere and him. However that may be, he was
their color with the dark brown of a schoolhouse there, symbols of the dead and the ants w~re moving
the culUvated aoil. Rays from the spirit which has characterized so him. There were six of them at the
lowering sun alternate light and many of our Red river valley job. While the worm was much
shadow across the fields. Groves homes.
larger than an ant, one ant could
are in full foliage, and their dark* * *
mo"e him along the ground, and
ening Jhasses form a rich backSOLOMON,-IF IT WAS SOLO- occasionally one ant did. But this
ground for . the picture which is mon who wrote the proverbs, said: was to be a co-operative effort, and
spread before the observer. Sleek ''Go to the ant, thou sluggard; con- six ants tackled the job. Occasioncattle graze contentedly on the sider her ways and be wise." Solo- .ally four ants pulled at one en(i
lush pastures. Farmsteads, with mon is understood to have held up and two at the other. In such a
buildings· trim a~d well painted, the ant as an example of industry tug-of-war the majority won, and
nestle in the s~elter of dense and other admirable qualities. And the worm was moved an inch or
grove1. Everywhere there ls the within certain limits the ant is a so. Then a couple of ants would
suggestion of comfort and produc- creature to be admired and emu- rush excitedly to the other end and
tiveness.
lated. Of its industry there can be begin pulling the other way, and
·
* * *
no doubt, and its structures are ex- the work would be moved back an
EVEN SOME OF' .THE LESS amples of the skillful application inch or so. So the struggle went on,
desireable things have their as- of labor to the means to be accom- and as I passed occasionally I
pects of beauty. No one approves plished. Yet there are certain fea- stopped to see what progress had
of wild mustard in a grain field. tures of the behavior of ants which been made. At the end of about an
But there are fields ·w ere mustard must modify: our admiration for hour worm and ants were just
is abundant, and · while this is un- those · insects. For instance:
about where they were at the start,
desirable from the economic stand* *
having moved in the meantime in
point, one who is in search of
WHATEVER ·MAY BE SAID every possible direction. If those
beauty ·alone can find it in the per- of ants in their collective capacity; ants had had sense enough to pull
feet harmony in color of the yel- the individual ant is about the su- in the ,same direction they could
' low mustard blossom 'with the dark perlative example of wasted and have moved that work clear across
green :foliage of growing grain.
purposeless energy. Just watch one. the lot in that time. Instead they
*
He seizes a fragment of twig that frittered a.way their energies just
A DRIVE ALONG THE MAIN pleases his fancy and starts off in doing something without know. highways reveals some of this with it. He starts north. Apparent- ing what or why. They showed no
beauty. But on the main roads ly that is where he lives. But aft- more sense than many human bethere is traffic which must be er lugging his burden up several ings do.

* *·

* *

*

* *

ACCORDING TO AN OLD been blown from the prairie states, one, involving only elementary
story a blind man who wanted to and -that it would take generations mathematics. The writer wants to
to restore the fertility that has know where the boys Wf3re whe:Q
buy a ~arm was taken by an agent been · swept away, might be inter- their teacher explained to them
to inspect a property that wa!I for ested in looking over those west- t~at while the square of plus 2 is
sale.- The blind
ern fields now and to see them 4, the square of minus 2 · is also 4.
man touch e,d
supporting rank growths of vege- The Times writer doesn't seem to
f~nces, buildings
tation, contrary to the theories have read the question correctly,
and other · parts
that ~ave so persistently been set and if there are any high school
-0t the propert
forth.
boys who· wish to · struggle with
and then asked
* * *
mathematics in vacation, they are
to be shown the
A WEED HAS BEEN DESCRIB,;. invited to try their hand on this
biggest weeds on
ed as a plant in the wrong place, one.
the place. "'Th re
and the description is a good one.
*
*
are no weec:la,"
Some years ago sweet clover was
H. H. HALSTENSON, OF NIsaid the agent:.
only a weed. It was a. plant which agara, would like to find the words
"Weeds do
ot
people had not learned to . use, of a poem beginning:
g r o w h e re."
hence wherever I it appeared lt was Day in its · sp~endor
"Th e n I do~'t
in the wrong place. Then it was Tints again the eastern sky;
want the land,"
discovered that sweet clover can Now let us render
said the blind
be useful on the farm, and it be- Thanks to God on high.
m an. .tw h er e .
came a crop . plant. Yet even today
The lines are not familiar to me.
weeds will not
Davi•
it remains a troublesome weed if If any reader has the poem I shall
grow nothing else will." The fact, it appears where it is not wanted. be glad to receive it and pass it on
f,uniliar to the blind · man, may be A good lusty sweet clover. plant to Mr. Halstenson.
a source of consolation to the gard- will spoil several square feet of
*
ener who finds it difficult to keep garden for other crops.
THE APPLAUSE lN WHICH
ahead of his weeds the9t? June-'
* * *
this column shared which was
days. Few weeds · will thrive in
GROWING OUT OF ONE OF given . the vicar of Darlington,
poor soil, and the presence of a the examination questions arose England, for his display of ind
fine crop of weeds in the garden is another question which baffled a :pendence in conducting t_h e Wind•
evidence that if its enetgies are group of Princeton high school sor-Warfield . wedding ceremony,
properly ~ontrolled ·and directed boys and they submitted the prob.. was honestly bestowed.._ But · may
the soil ia capable of producing lem to Einstein and got an an- be subject to some reservations
good ~ops of another sort..
swer. It was requJred to find two now that the vicar, has resigned his
* *
consecutive odd· numbers such charge and announced bis intenPERSONS WHO COME FROM that the difference between their tion to make a lecture tour of the
those western districts of the state squares would be minus 56. The United ·states. If he intends to
which have been tborouJhly dried boys wanted to know whether the talk about the wedding · and the
out in recent years, but which have numbers would be positive or neg- events leading up to it, he will be
had copious rains this spring, say ative. Einstein answered in one adding superfluity to. that of
that the growth out there will com- word: "Both."
which there has already been abpare favorably 1th that elsewhere.
* * *
undance, -and if it hadn't been for
Those writers who have told the
THE NEW Y O R K TIMES that we~ding nobody would have
world that all the fertile soil had thinks the problem · a very simple tur~ed out to hear him.

*

* *

*

FOR CENTURIES GROWERS
.of tulips have wondered what
caused tulips to change color,
plants which have produced blossoms of one solid color, or a
single. solid color
being replaced by
variega t e d colors.
Sometimes
this change of
color occurs in
plants which are
obviously lacking
in vigor, and in
other cases the
plants will remain strong and
new bulbs from
t h e m will also
yield . these
Davies.
strange variations
in color. Scientists of the departme.n t of agriculture have been
studying this problem for ~ many
years. One conclusion reached
some time ago is that these color
vagaries are associated in some
way with an infection of some character, but the behavior of the
plants has been so erratic that no
definite theory was developed as
to the manner in which the inf ection operates. It has now been ascertained that this phenomenon,
technically known as "breaking,"
is due, not to one virus, but to two,
which are to some extent opposed
to each other, and that the effect
on the plant is due in large measure ' to the, proportions of the respective viruses in a given ·plant.
It is an interesting fact that while
weak and unsatisfactory tulip
growths may be traced to the presence of a . virus, it is the opposition

of two viruses which is responsible were much preferred. Growers
for some of the finest tulip strains . tried all sorts of devices to force
''breaking". Tulips were more like* * *
TEN YEARS AGO, DEPART- ly to break in some places than in
ment workers had id en ti fie d others, a fact readily explainable
"breaking'' as a diseased condition. now the infectiousness has been
By 1931, Dr. Frank P. McWhorter proved. Broken tulips figured in
advanced his theory of opposing the "tulipomania" that swept The
viruses. Five years more of experi- Netherlands and resulted in fanmenting confirmed the theory and tastic prices for tulip bulbs, parshowed that typically infected tu- ticularly for those "broken" in
lips resul~ from the action o~ two pleasing patterns.
opposing virus infections.
*
PREFERENCE
HAS SHIFTED
*
M'WHORTER, WORKING AT from the "broken'' tulips of fantasthe Oregon bulb station, found Vi- tic pattern to the healthy tulips
rus I removes color from tulip pet- characterized by more or less unials and causes mottled foliage. A form color. Broken tulips threaten
fairly pure virus soon kills the the health of unbroken strains. Inplant. Virus II adds color and does fection may be transferred by innot seem to injure the plant. Equal sects and by chance contacts.
parts of Virus I and Virus II cause Breaking may cause some pleasing
symptoms almost as severe as Vi- variations and others that are not
rus I alone. But when a mixture of desirable. The segregation ot Virus
10 parts of Virus II and one part II seems to offer real possibilities·
of Virus I is injected into healthy for improving and intensifying tuplants it causes a typical "break- lip colors without material injury
ing." If the infected tulip lives and to vigor.
divides, the two are in working
*
balance.
DOCTOR M'WHORTER
ALSO
discover~d
that
the
deadly
Virus
I
*
*
THESE INDUCED "BREAKS" can exist in garden lilies which do
cause the reduction in size and vig- not show the disease but live as
or that tulip growers have come to reservoirs of infection. Doctor Mcassociate with "breaking," but in- Whorter has already identified the
fected bulbs divide and reproduce virus in strains of tiger lily, Maas do the "rembrandt," '"bizarre,"' donna lily, and Lilium speciosum,
and other strains of broken tulips all common in gardens. He finds
that remain on the market.·
that Lilium longiflorum (Easter
lily) seedlings are not infected. He
* AS THE 16TH suggests that gardeners will find
AS FAR BACK
century there are records of the it safer to avoid planting lilies that
"breaking" of tulips from the fairly are perpetuated by bulb division
uniform colors of the he.a lthy plant among choice seedling . lilies that
into striking .color patterns. For are more likely to be free from inmany years the "broken" tulips fection.

*

* *
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*

*

*
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IT MAY NOT ALWAYS BE
fair weather when old eettlera &et
together, but whatever the weather, a gathering of old settlers is
a.Iwa.Y•
ptoductive of interesting conversation.
There is the recital of early experiences, s o m _e
of which were
a m. u a l n g and
t1ome tragic, and
the more hair•
rai1dttg the exp e r i e n c e s, the
more is the recollectioh ot it ertjoyed by the chief
participant. What .
a lot of pleasure
Oavlea
would be missed
by the man -Nho now can claim
the diatinction of being & rea.1
pioneer if be couid not remember

ordinary and prosaic experiences, through that tract is a natural
so common As to attract little at- wa.tercourae, in which, uhtil retentiOfi and call for scarcely any cent years, springs maintained a
comment.
,ti

•

*

constant supply of excellent water.
The years of drouth dried up the
watercourse, but now a large }>ool
nas been created by the building
of an excellent dam of concrete
and rock, and it may be expected
that a few moderately wet years
will fill the enclosure, making a
beauty spot of which the comniu•
nity may be proud.

SIMlLARLY, WHILE THERE
were thrilling experiences in the
lives of the North Dakota pioneers,
pioneer life in the ma.in. was a life
of work with not a little play mixed in, and an occasional thriller
thrown in to maki contrast and
add Interest. And, while the pioneer may have had his hairs* * *
breadth escapes and thrilling exA VISIT TO ANY FARMING
periences, he will tell you, also, if community reveals the existence of
you find him in the right mood, a feeling of complete satisfaction
that he had a lbt of fun.
with the behavior of the weather.
*
*
James Whitcomb Riley wrote·
THOUGHTS LIKE THESE IM- It hain't no use to grumble and
press Me whenever I attend an old
complain.
!ettlers' gathering such as was It's jest as cheap and easy to re..
held at Orr on Wednesday. Those
joice.
Who built the first homes on the When God sorts out the weather
prairie 50 or 60 years ago have not
and sends rain,
being bogged down ln the mud, had a:n. altogether · easy titne of it W'y, rain's my choice.
mlles from home, or compelled to but they are still smiling and are
*· * *
burrow into a strawstack for shel- still able to 1ook the world in the
THERE ARE TIMES WHEN
ter when lost tn. a blizzard! ·
face with good courage.
it is a little difficult to maintain
*
that philosophic attitude. But this
IN RELATION 'rO PIONEER THE ORR DISTRICT IS ONE year it's easy. The . weather has
experiences, the old wheeze about of many in North Dakota that been just right, or so practically
the dog biting the man being news have held or will soon hold old every farmer will tell you. There
holds good. We do not remember settlers' gatherings. The same spjr- was plenty of moisture to get
much of the daily routine of pio- it pervades them all. It is a spirit things started. Than there were
neer life. It is the unusual which
friendship and comradeship, a weeks of cool, moist weather, in
is deeply engraved
me~ory. spirit that looks out upon the which vegetation took deep hold on.
History tel11 us a great deal about world with hope and confidence.
the soil. Now have come the warmwarst so much that it might ap* *
er days, · and everyone knows that
pear that the principal business of
ORR IS BUT A SMALL VIL- the corn crop likes hot weather.
mankind has been fighting. But in la.ge, but its people have developed Now it is getting a good start. so
all ages, when great wars were in the spirit of community enter- it is with potatoes, beets and pracprogress, most of the people kept prise, a spirit which is exemplified tically everything. Riley's farmer
1 right
on about the daily business in part by the acquisition of a would need to make no effort to
of making a living. We do not hear pleasant bit of park property just say now "This kind of weather's
much about them. Theirs were the at the village outskirts. Running my choice/'

*

* *

in

* * *

of

*

ONE OF THE· IMPORTANT
features of each summer through..
out the northwest is the "laget."
At various central points are held
each year gatherings of those of
Norwegian birth
and their descend a n t s, and as
there are stm
Ii vi n g in the
northwest thousands of persons
who came direct
from Norway,
and each "lag'' is
c o m p o s e d of
those d e r iv e d
from the same
locality, the s e
gatherings• a r e
Davlea.
fruitful of reminiscences with whose background
all are more or less familiar.

* *

*

IT IS THE NORDLANDSLAget whose delegates are being entertained in Grand Forks just now,
and its members are drawn from
several of the northwestern states
and Canadian provinces. Immigrants from that distant lit~le lo· cality have been distributed over a
wide area in this country, and they
and their de~cendants have contributed in no small measure to
the constructive work that has
been performed here during the
past half -century.

* * *

THERE IS SOMETHING PEculiarly appealing in such gatherings. Those who came to this continent from their early homes
brought with them that love of
home which has been one of the
mainstays of. civilization. They
have learned to love the land to
which they came and the homes

which · they have built here, but
this love has in no sense extinguished the affection in which
they hold the land which they
knew in childhood, Its fjords, its
mountains, its magnificent seenery, its pleasant villages and its
peaceful and fertile valleys still
have a deep meaning for them,
and out of that environment came
many of the sturdy qualities which
have con.t ributecl to the progress
which has been made on this continent. And it is a fine thing that
so many of the Norwegian districts
are represented in this country by
their respective "lags" and "lagets.'' Long may the spirit of reverence for the fine traditions of the
old land be kept alive!

midnight, it is possible to trace itl
course by its reflected 1 i g h t
through almost . all of the night.
Those who work nights, and who
are often out of doors during the
night and familiar with the twilight that lasts almost unto dawn.
Long after the sun has disappeared below the ·northwestern horizon
the light continues, and one can
often read a newspaper with ease
without artificial light until 9 :30.
Long after that the horizon :,till
farther north is tinged with light,
and at midsummer on a clear night
there are scarcely more than two
hours or actual darkness, and even
then there seems to be a faint light
as the sun dips below the no;th
pole.

M E N T I O N OF NORTHERN
Norway suggests North Cape, the
"land of the midnight sun.'' Many
tourists from other parts of the
world have made the trip to that
distant point to enjoy the unusual
spectacle of the sun shining undimmed through the entire 24
hours. It is a spectacle whose beauty and novelty have been enjoyed
by all who have been privileged to
see it under favorable conditions.
Unfortunately the conditions are
not always favorable, and occasionally tourists have been disappointed because during the entire
time of their brief stay the fog
was so dense that the sun could
not be seen. Of necessity they took
for granted the fact that at midnigh~ the sun was still above the
northern horizon.

IT IS ON THE OPENING
prairie that this mingling of night
and day is most noticeable and
most pleasing. There the view ii
unobstructed~ and one scarcely has
time to say "good night" to the sun
as its last rays become invisible until it is time to say "good mornnig''
as dawn tinges the far northeastern horizon.

* * *

*

*

*

HERE WE ARE MANY DEgrees of latitude farther south
than North Cape, but even here, on
these midsummer nights, while it
is not possible to see the sun at

* * *

*

*

*

I HAVE WONDERED OFTEN
about the behavior of birds where
the sun shines all night. Tere they
greet the first appearance of light
with sleepy twitterings which are
soon followed by bursts of joyous
song. Millions of birds spend their
summers in northern Norway. Do .
they twitter and sing all night? If
not, how do they know when it is
time to go to bed? Do they take
their rest hit or miss, or have they
some time sense which teaches
them that certain hours are times
'for slumber? Perhaps someone
who has lived in , the land of the
midnight sun can tell us.
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CAROL LIVINGSTON, WHO
1writes from the U. N. D.,· has a
phonogrraph record entitled "The
Wreck of the Old '97,'' which _tells
of the wreck of a
railway
engine,
but the story · is
not clear and the .
references in it
are · vague. Miss
Livingston would
1 i k e to have
someone who is
familiar with the ·
s t o r y enlighten
her. Information
will be gratefully
received.

then we could live together like o sen e emulsion, etc. Spraying
Christians.
should be thoroughly done, and it
* *
is important to reach the under
WHITE HORSE EAGLE, A side of the leaves. If spraying is
famous Osage Indian, has just died soon followed by rain it should be
in California at ·the reputed age of repeated at once. After the treat115. Despite his great age, com- ment has h~d about a day of dry
paratively few persons ever heard I weather to perform its work the
of him, although almost everyone plants should be washed off with
is familiar with his picture, and spray from the garden hose.
there are few persons who have
* * *
not owned many copies of it. It is
THE CLERGY IN CALIFORhis profile which adorns the In- nia are having their troubles.
dian-head nickel. His father was While a San Francisco pastor was
head chief of the Osages, and in preaching ou "Crime, the Cause of
order to qualify for chieftainship Human Despair," thieves burglarWhite Horse passed the tests of ized his home. At Pasadena the
the_ rope, the fire and the eagle. chaplain of the city jail reported
*
Until his death his hand bore the that he had been robbed of two
EMIR ABDULmarks of his struggle with the Bibles. It is hoped that the thieves
Iah, a devout folDavies
eagle in the eagle test. A tradition took their loot to heart.
1 owe r of the
in his family is th~t he was born
* *
Prophet, deplores the tendency of so close to midnight on January 1
A RESIDENT OF CHICAGO
Moslem races to quarrel with and that there was doubt as to wheth- has brought suit against a restaurmake war upon each other. He er his birthday was on the fi'.fst or ant for $18,000 damaged for havcannot see why :rnoslems cannot the second of the month. In . order ing been stung on the nose. by a
learn to live together in peace and that there might be no mistake bee. She charges that while seated
harmony as Christians do. Abdul- White Horse made a practice of at a table in the restaurant she
lab's statement was published in celebrating his birthday for 48 picked up a corsage to smell it and
eastern papers on the same day hours. Te:r:. years ago he lived in was stung by a bee. If I had $18,on which they carried the news of New York, and there he cast his 000 for every bee sting -I have exthe shelling of Bilbao in · a war vote for the entire Democratic perienced I would be rolling in
waged by one group of Christian ticket because of his admiration wealth. On second thought, perSpaniards against another group for his beloved friend, Governor haps I wouldn't. I might have lost
of Christian Spaniards, with a few Smith. He smoked the peace pipe it all in the crash.
Christians from other nations with every president from Grant
*
thrown in on each side for good to Coolidge.
'I1HE VERY LATEST THING
measure.
*
in the underwriting line is dog inIF YOU HAVE A Bt:JQKTHORN surance. For a small additional
hedge watch it for aphis. I am in- premium you can have added to
ABD ULLAH'S C O ·M PLAIN T formed that buck thorn all over the the list of hazards against which
suggests that of the Irishman who city is loaded with aphis. These in- you are protected injury done by
couldn't see why there was so sects, otherwise plant lice, are' your dog on the premises of a
j much quarreling and fighting go- sucking rather than chewing in- neighbor. That is, you can do that
Iing on in Ireland. "Catholics are sects, therefore arsenical and sim- if you have ·the right kind of d.og.
all the time fighting Protestants, ilar poisons have no effect on The company announcing this
and Protestants are fighting Cath- them. They are destroyed by spray- form of insurance will not accept
olics. Often I think it would be bet- ing with applications that kill by risks on German Shepherd, J;:>olice
·lter if we were all heathens and contact, such as Black Leaf, ker- or Great Danes.

*

* *

*

* *

* *

*

* *
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· JUST THE OTHER DAY AN
Indian chief died at the reputed
age of 115. The next day the papers recorded the death of a man
of 112. About the
same time there
was recorded the
death of a worn'" an aged 100. Every little while
some centenarian dies. Which
tends to confirm
the opinion that
I have long entertained that 100
is a peculiarly
dangerous a g e.
Of course people
die at all ages,
but all the facts
Davies.
lead to the conclusion that while one may live to
be 60, or 70, or 80, and get over it,
when he touched the 100 mark he
had better watch out. Few there
be who long survive that critical
period.

·

* * *

WHILE THERE ARE INNUMerable well authenticated cases of
persons living to be· over 100, a
great many of those who are said
to have reached that age do not
know how old they· are. They come
from countries or social strata
where birth records were not kept
a century ago, and where age was
pretty · much a matter of guesswork. Thus the ancient Turk, who
calls himself about 150. years' old,
may be that age, or he may not.
Neither he nor anyone else knows
exactly. The uneducated and illiterate who become very old are
quite likely to exaggerate their
age, ta.king a harmless pride in
making their longevity appear as
great as possible.

* * *

ONE OF THE MOST NOTABLE
cases of longevity on record is
ts that of Thomas Parr, known as
"Old Par," who is said to have
been born in 1483 and who certainIy died in 1685, having lived 152

years, if the accepted record of his
birth is correct. He was the son of
a farmer in Shropshire, England.
While the year of his birth is not
definitely known, he seems to have
left his home in 1500 to enter domestic service, and to have returned in 1518 to take possession of a
small property left him by his
father. If there is any error in his
reputed age it must be very small.
At the age of 80 he married his
first wife, by whom he had a son
and daughter, both of whom died
in infancy. At 122, his first wife
having· died, he married again.

* * *

UNTIL FAR PAST 100 PARR
continued to work on his little
farm,. and he is said to have
threshed corn at the age of 130. Reports of his age having reached
London, King Charles I had him
brought to court and presented in
due form. But change of air and
diet affected him adversely and he
died a few months later. He lived
during the reigns of Edward IV,
Edward V, Richard III, Henry
VII, Henry VIII, Mary, Elizabeth,
James I and Charles I.
""
* *
OLDER R E S I D E N T S OF
Grand Forks remember the old
darkey who lived here for many
years and wat known only as "Nigger Lou." For 20 years or more
Lou maintained that he was ''more
than 100," which he may have
been, for all that anyone knew. He
did odd jobs, served for years as
saloon porter, and ended his days
at the poor farm at Arvilla.

* * *

LOU'S RECOLLEC T I O N OF
the events of his early life and of
the places where he had lived was
hazy, and his mentality was that
of a child. That he had been a
slave is pretty certain, and from
his slave days he brought one incurable grievance. He and his older brother, -he said, were sold at
auction. The brother was sold for
$1,000, but Lou brought only $700.
That, he insisted, was unfair dis-

crimination and on ' offense to his
dignity. He insisted that he was
just as good a man as his brother
and worth just as much money. He
never got over the insult.

* * *

AT THE POOR FARM DICK
Fadden, who was then superintendent, placed Lou in charge of the
chickens, and Lou was proud of
his job. He had been accustomed
to obtaining chicken feed by trregular means, and he thought it
necessary . to steal feed . for the
poor farm chickens. Fadden humored the old fellow and had feed
left where he know that Lou would
find it. Dick would watch around a
corner while Lou would approach
the chicken feed, looking this way
and that to make sure that he was
not obs.e rved. When he had his
sack about full Dick would set up
a great shouting, and Lou would
ta~e to his heels with his precious
feed over his shoulder.

* * *

THEY ARE DO ING LESS
drinking in England than in former years. The records show a decided falling off in the consumption both of beer and wine and of
ardent spirits. Someone has · been
putting that fact together with the
fact that Britain is making decided and satisfactory progress to.
ward recovery and attributes the
economic progress to lessened consumption of alcoholic beverages.

*

*

*

SOMEONE ELSE, HOWEVER,
notes that Hitler does not drink
all. Neither does he smoke, nor eat
meat. Would Hitler be less a menace to world peace if he induged
in that famous German beverage,
beer, smoked a pipe and ate beefsteaks? Then there is Stalin. It
seems that though not a teetotaler
he is a man of abstemious habits,
yet look at what Stalin is doing
with his firing squad. In this argument, as in many others, it ia
possible to prove anything .if you
are sufficiently careful in picking
your facts~

at

GRADUATE,S FROM SCHOOLS bers of the Fascist party shall sub- ches are gone. Colonel Zack Miller,
of journalism are looking around for scribe for the Po polo ,d' Italia and some survivo~ of the family of bro. openings in newspaperdom, if they pay therefore the , current price of thers, still hopes to salvage enare not already placed. It is not 'a bout - $4.00 per annum. The Fas- ough out of hi.s shattered fortune
always easy to get
cist party has a membership of to redeem the White House,' but
a start, and after
about 2,000,000, and in adding that the government also has its eye on
starting progress
is
not
always
number of subscribers to his list the property to be used as headrapid. But the
with one stroke of the pen Musso- quarters for the resettlement enyoung person just
iini achieves something which ·has terprise.
launching out on
never before been done in newsa newspaper carTHE RUSSIAN FLYERS MADE
eer may well bear
paper history. That is a stroke of
his little difficul· genius which makes the one-time a wonderful flight from Moscow,
ties and disapcirculation plan of the North Da- over the north pole, and down as
pointments with
kota Leader look like less than far as Vancouver, Washington,
patience, for there
thirty cents.
where dense fog made it necessary
is money in the
*
*
for them to alight. Headlines the
newspaper busiIN THE HISTORY OF GRAND other day said . that they were
ness if one goes
Forks fairs no entertainment fea- "headed south from the north
about it in the
Davies
ture was ever more popular than pole." The statement was strictly
right way. There
that provided by the · Miller bro- accurate, but it is also true that
are several right ways, but the thers, of the famous 101 ranch. For when they were at the north pole
one which seems to be most re- many years the Millers operated they could not head in any direcmunerative of all involves the pro- their Oklahoma ranch of 110,000 tion unless they went straight up.
cess of becoming a national die- acres as a veritable cattle empire. That is one of the peculiarities of
tator. Witness the achievement of Out of their experJence on the the north pole.
one Benito Mussolini.
ranch grew their Wild West show,
*
*
but both ranch and show fell on
THE RUSSIANS HAVE DONE
SIGNOR MUSSOLINI BECAME evil days, and . most of the ranch some wonderful things in aviation .
... a newspaper publisher about the property passed into the hands of Their announced plan to map out
beginning of the World War. . Be- others by way of the sheriff's of- a commercial air route by way of
fore that he had held several news- fice. From one of the creditors the the pole from their own country
paper jobs, from all ·of which he federal Resettlement administra- to the United States may work out.
was fired. Friends staked him to tion has bought a large tract of The distance that way is the. short. enough money to establish a paper the old ranch on which tenants est that can be traveled. But if I
· of his own, the Popolo d' Italia. As will be established.
want a pleasure, trip by air I shal1
a newspaper it wasn't much, and
*
*
fly in some other direction. Stefpro bably it would have been a fail- THE FAMOUS "W H I T E ansson may be all right in calling
ure had not Mussolini taken it in- HOUSE," former headquarters of the Arctic friendly,. but to me it is'
to his head to become dictator of the ranch, will be almost ,s urround- grim and forbidding, and them as
ptaly. That gave the paper suffi- ed by these tenants of the govern- wants it can have it. Thi~k of hav. cient prestige to roll up a subscrip- ment, each occupying a small tract ing to make a forced land.Ing there
tion list of some 500,000. Those sub.! of the vast estate over which great and being unable to take off again!
scriptions were more or less vol- herds of cattle once roamed. The I recall the old .dar~ey who~ , being
untary, but that list was a mere "nester," or small farmer, was the asked whether he would rather . be
drop in the bucket compared with bugaboo of the ranchman, and in a railroad smash-up or a steamthe actual possibilities which the when homesteaders began to move boat bust-up, expressed his preferthrifty Benito now proceeds to re- onto the western plains there were ence for the · former. "If you is in
alize.
many and bitter wars betwen them a railroad smash-up," he said,
*
and the ranchmen whose range was "Why, dar you am. But if you is ·
ORDERS HAVE BEEN ISSUED being broken up. Most ,of that is in a steamboat bust-up-whar am
from headquarters ' that all mem- over, and most of the old-time ran- you?"

* * *

*

* *

* *

*

* *

TUESDAY NIGHT'S FIGHT FOR greatly from that of the . present, fight a draw, but for many years
the world ohamplonahlp, ltke all ·s ome ot the moat effectlye blows thereafter partisans of each man
major contests of the kind was belnr • w u n I' downward from claimed the victory for their fa\Tor'
above. The jab a.nd the punch are ite. Arl'uments over the subject
desorlb~d as a real battle, and quite modem developments. The provoked many anotheJ.l fight.
those who listenRomana inherited pugilism from
* * • 1
ed to the roundthe Greeks and added improve.. ONE OF THE FAMOUS JtN~
by.round deacrlpmanta which made the 1at0e more llsh fighters of the 18th century
tion by rad 1 o
deadly. Whether or 11ot · the Ro- was John BroughtOll, who lleld the
ould
a 1 mo st
man, introduced pugtllam into championship for many yeara. He
88.n se th• concuamnsland, the 1port wa1 a tavorlte was a man of lntellige~ca and he
Ion as blow aftone In En1land for 1ome centuries seems to have bad a good business
~ blow landed
whlle tt waa practloa.lly . unknown head, for he built an ampllltheatre
on b 1 a ck or
on the continent., It wa1 ·, during out of bis earnings. To him fs
white epidermis.
the r Ip of Georr I that '. purlll•m ascribed th invention of padded
But the modern
pra.ctloally 1upplantet1 auch forms gloves which in his time were uaed
pUglll1tlc conte1t
of 1port u fencing, quatt.ar-1tatf for practice only. The Sayersis a ladies' game
n
lngle-atlok, and the tame be- Heenan fl•ht wa.1 the Iut btr bataompared w l t l!
cam. 10 - or1anlzed that ' battl s tie to be fought wtth bare handl.
etome of the flat,.
w re held tor champlonshl 1.
*
*
tic battles that
* · Jlc * .
JOHN L. SULLIVAN I8 GENoccurred centurDan•
THOSE EARLY FIGHT
ERE erally regarded as the world's
ies ago. Accordwith bare fists, and aome of the sreat 1t ftrhter, a.Ithourb there are
lng to Homer puglllsm was a fav- feature, of wre1tlin1 were · al o tn.. 1ome wllo hold thA.t hi11 succes1 in
orlte sport aJ;D.ong the ancient eluded in that. There were rules, the rtnr wu due tn part to his
Greeks, and the descriptions which but they seem to have been exceed- loud · voice and ferocious appearhe &'ives show that in his time the ingly liberal. In one fight one of anoe and manner.
.
art wu well dev•loped. On of the the contestants wore long hair.
* *
Greek oustom1 wa1 to h&ve a pro- Bl• adveraary seized him · by the THERE MAY BE SOME PEBaram of 1pol't . at the fun ral of hair and held him do'\VD ,with one sons 1tlll 111ing in Grand l'orks
stlngui h 4 p r on, and puglli
hand while he pelted him with the who witnessed a fight which had
oooupled a prominent part on 1uch other. The referee ruled that no a tragic endlnlJ. It waui alon3 tn
it
am1 • But tho e Ore k fight- foul had been: commltt~a. That the eighties, when prize flghtinr
did not fl1ht -1th padd 4 plsod.e led to puglllsts · wearin1 was not · the ·social entertainment
gloves, as they do toda,y, nor ven their· hair short.
that it has become, and :fights,
th bare hands,
cuatom which
*
*
when held, were pulled off seoret•all 4 In England many oentur•
ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS Jy or the officials were luduoed to
I I later. Their hand1 were cover- fights was that between the Enr- wink both eyes. This fight wu
• lt 11 true, but the oe1tu•, which Ush champion, SayerB and . John C. staged in a livery barn, and one
made of badr leath r band1, Heenan, an Amarioan. The cont it of the f~ghtera went to sleep and
sometimes weighted with lead or was fought in 1860. It lasted for failed to wak up. The gathering
iron to make the blol'/1 more dead- two hours and 20 minutes, and lt broke up in
hurry, and the next
ly.
was a bloody one. Sayara atr lned train out carried to part unknown
*
*
a t ndon, and Heenan'• ·. hand• a large d 1 1ation ot prominent
W1J Alt:m TOLD THAT THlC swelled untll they w re llk puff.. citizens who r main 4 tn eclusion
i.chnlque of that time differed ha.Us. The refer
decl&r 4 the until, th
ffalr had blown over.
1

*

*

*

*

f

NOW THAT CHIEF WHITE brated her 101st birthday the oth- itics at the university and director
Horse Eagle is dead, having lived er . day, and the fact that she is in of the expedition, sculpture found
out the span of 115 years and had &:bout . the most critical period 9f at the ancient Sumerian site indihis profile engraved on one of our h11;man life does not weigh on her cated thd both boxing and wrestmost p op u 1 a r
, spirits at all. She is a hale old lady ling were known ,in that period in
coins, it has been
who enjoys life and believes in virtually the same form that the
suggested that it
keeping up , with the times. She two sports exist today., Some of the
is about time to
smokes cigarettes, has p.er finger- sculptures of the Sumerians comhave another
nails dyed red by the manicurist pared very favorably with those of
nickel coined. If
who calls every day, and always Greek and Roman examples of
the authorities
has a glass of ch&.mpagne for din- nearly 3,000 years later, he sa.id.
wish to h a v e
ner. Asked the usual question as
*
*
st r o n g, rugged
to how she explained her longevity
THE EXPEDITION SPENT A .
features stamped
she said she didn't know, and. month at Khafaje after its past
on · the coin it is
hadn't thought much about it. She season's work at the mound at
suggested t h &: t
had just kept busy and made use Tepe Gawra, in Mesopotamia,
no -s ubject could
of lots of fresh air, not because of where findings, announced several
be more appropany particular faith in its virtue, weeks ago, pushed back the e&.Tliriate than John
but bec&.'llse she enjoyed it. Grand est history of civilization an estimL. Lewis. It is
old dame!
ated 500 years.
a I s o suggested
Dariea
* * *
Part of the material, including a
that for th.e word
.
THE RESULT OF THE FIGHT stone relief of two boxers and
"Liberty" on- the coin there be sub· h
d J
Lo · t· t·
h
what Dr. Speiser described as an
ma e oe
ms is ic c amStituted t he initials C. I. 0. or per- w)l1c
pion of the world was fairly well ''exquisitely cast bronze figurine of
haps the work "Checkoff.''
forecast in the betting odds which wrestlers" was retained by the gov*
were 2 or 3 to 1 in favor of Louis. ernment of Iraq.
OF COURSE OUR COINS AND On that basis it would appear that
,
* * *
dollar bills should be works of art, Braddock was expected to make a · "BOTH OBJECTS." HE SAID,
properly, representative of the dig- poor showing, but in that . the "are unusu&:lly well preserved and
nity of the nation. But the artistic guesses were wrong. · Braddock were discovered in a pit near the
appearance of a coin or a -' bill adds seems to have put up · &: magnifi- altar of the temple, thus · indicatnothing to its value s:s a medium cent fight, and in the early rounds ing that the two sports formed an
of exchange. A few years ago, it was about a toss-up.
authorized part of religious cerewhen a new half-dollar was de·
among Sumerians of that
signed the official responsible for
·
*
mom es
1
the work spoke highly of it and
SEVERAL INTER ES T I NG period.
said that it was believed that the things come to mind in connection
* * *
beauty of · the new coin would be .with the career. of Louis. Up to the "EXCEPT FOR THE FACT
appreciated by the public and time of his fight with Schmeling that one of the men is bearded,
would lead to its more gener&:l use. the experts considered him prac- there is little in the ~tone relief of
The official was talking through tically unbeatable and were sure the boxers to show th.at the work
his hat.
that he would make short work of was executed 5,000 years ago
* *
Schmeling. :aut , in "- that . fight he
''Both fighters s:re standing on
HOW MANY -P ERSONS DIS- made a terribly poor showing. The their toes, with arms outstretched,
'play the slightest interest in the experts were all wrong. Now, aft.. and even the hands are bandaged
design of the coin they receive er s: few months, he has come back, in· much the same manner as is
when having change made? One is which the experts g e n e r a 11 y employed today.
.
interested then in the value of the thought impossible.
"In the figurine of the wrestlers
coin as represented in goods and
* * *
the two contestants wear only narservices, and not in the number of
YE.STE-RDAY THIS COLUMN row girdles around their waists.
feathers in the eagle's tall or the contained some paragraphs about Their feet are planted firmly on
curve of the buffalo's hump. Per- pugilism as it was practiced by the the ground and the ·arms of each
haps this ts fortunate, otherwise Greeks and Romans. But the man encircle his, opponent's w&:ist
&:dmiration for the design of a Greeks had inherited" a game that as if in an effort to force him out
piece ot money might induce a ten- had been played '5,000 years before of position and bring him to the
dency to , keep it for its artistic their time by· Sumerians, relics of mat .
be~uty. Whereas we have been whose existence h&.'Ve r~cently been , '~Certainly it is difficult to realtaught. diligently in these later excavated ·n ear Baghdad. The ex- ize that these wrestlers were moddays that it is one's duty to spend cavations, which are still in prog- eled at the time when the first
his money as fast as he can get ress, are under the auspices of the dynasties of Sumer and Egypt had
hold of it.
University · of Philadelphia.
just come into · power and when
* *
* * *
the royal tombs of Ur of the ChalMRS. MAX WIMPFHEIMER, A
ACCORDING TO DR. EPH- dees were yet to receive their
resident of New York City, cele- raim A. Speiser, professor of sem- dea~."

I
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* *

*

*
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MAN y LOCAL RESIDENTS the bro&:dcast was sent Wednesday They are John Green of Bantry, N.
who once were residents of the is an immense barn more than 400 D., and his brother Henry, of Milo,
town of Lillehammer, Norway, or years old, and it gave a thrill to up in Rolette county. They came
its vicinity, were thrilled on Wed- some of our friends from Norway from the vill~ge of Ethel, in Huron
ne!day to hear a
to hear the sound of footsteps and county, and when I was visiting
radio program diof voices as the people passed be- my father there or clerking in the
rect from that
fore the microphone. Reception at village store they were attending
distant locality so
this end is said to have been per- the local school. They moved to
familiar to them.
feet.
Dakota territory in the early
The occasion for
* *
eighties. John attended business
t h e broadcast
LILLEHAMMER HAS BEEN college in Grand Forks in -1893 and
was a celebration
the. home of several distinguished , fo:r severr.:l years lived near Forest
in · honor of Dr.
persons, among them Sigrid Un- River. Both brothers are still enSs.ndnig, who a
seth, Bjornsterne Bjornson and. gaged in farming. Henry the Roquarter of a cenK.nut Hansum, all of whom were Iette county brother, remarked that
tury ago estabNobel prize winners. Sigrid Unseth he hadn't had a crop for seven
lished at Lillespoke in English s.i the recent eel- years, but he had hopes ·this year
hammer a great
ebration and the premier of Nor- as the prospects were never finer.
muse.um of antiway spoke in Norwegian. The town In 1985, Henry said, there was
quities which has
is in a beautiful setting, one of the promise of a fine yield, but heat
since become one
Davies..
most 'picturesque.. in Norway, and a:qd rust destroyed it. However,
of Norway's most
many of the world's famous artists said Henry, he saved a lot of feed
interesting places. On the .grounds either live their permanently or th&.i year and he has quite a lot of
selected for the museum, which is spend their summers there.
it yet. There is a lot of pleasure in
really a village, are buildings with
* * *
such meetings with friends of long
historic associations .which have
THE ODLAUG BROTHERS OF ago.
been tr&.nsported from various Grand Forks had their home only
places in Norway, some of which a short distance from Lillehaminer, ANOTHE·R OF *THE PIONEERS
are 1,000 years old. The timbers of and Sig Odlaug remarked ths.t it who stopped at the office was
those buildihgs have been care- was interesting to hear, direct Mrs. W. B. Wilson of Larimore,
fully marked, taken down, and re- from Norway, that it was raining whose husband was a county comassembled on the new site. The re- on the old family farm. It rained missioner in Grand Forks county
suit is a village which illu~trated heavily during the celebration, but some 40 years ago. Mrs. Wilson
the early history of Norway in the big barn was able to shelter celebrated her 90th anniversary ,
much the manner in which Henry an immense crowd.
last September, and she is still
keenly alive to what is going on
Ford's old-time village, Greenfield,
*
illustrates the early history ,0f the
I HAD A PLEASANT CALL around her. Her husbz.nd died
United States.
the other day from two men whom years ago, and she is about to
*
*
I knew as boys, but whom I h&:d make her home with a daughter i
~THE BUILDING FROM WHICH not seen for more than 50 years. J'amestown.

*

*

*

!

*

*

*

IN A PLEASANT NOTE FROM
New York Rev. W. H. Matthews,
former pastor of the Grand Forks
Presbyterian church, sends greetings to old friends
here. Mr. Ms.tthews served as
pastor in Grand
Forks when the
present pres byterion church was
built. Later he
moved to New
York to become
general secretary
of the American
Tract society, a
position which he
still ho 1 d s. He
,writes in part:
"A
telephone
Davies
message fr om
Mrs. · Ruth McNicol Finch has just
reminded me of the twelve delightful years I spent in Grand Forks
as pastor of the First Presbyterian
' church. I wish that Mrs. Matthews
&.nd I could take a trip to Grand
Forks, but instead we are to follow our usual custom and go
abroad, sailing on July 4.

* *

system in Toledo. He is leading the
fight this year to continue the system, which has been very successful.
·

ure approaching us, and as we met
I said "Good day, Mr. Matthews,"
which brought him up short. We
visited on the sidewalk for a few
minutes, and commented on such
"MY SON MARK, ONE OF a meeting in such a grea.t and
your old newsboys, was appointed crowded city. Separating, my coma:ssistant coropration counsel last panion and I continued on our way
January. His job is to watch legis- to a restaurant just around the
lation at Albany which . affects the block, where we had lunch. As we
city of New York. You may remem- left the restaurant we met Mr. and
ber that he married Jean Flagler Mrs. George B. · Clifford going in. ·
May 26, 1934. A son, George Greg- Thus in the space of a few minutes,
ory Matthews, was born to them on opposite sides of the same block,
June 10, 1937.
we met by chance two former
* * *
Grand Forks residents, a.mong all
·"I HAVE BEEN STAYING WITH the multitude of strangers who
my son, Edward T. Matthews, an- thronged the streets. Probably such
other Herald newsboy, who recently an experience would not be duplibought a beautiful home ~t Doug- Icated in a lifetime.
'
las Manor, Long Island. Mrs. Mat- '
*
thews is now with her daughter W. S. MADDEN OF ROTH, N. D.
Eva in Toledo, rejoicing over the would like to obtain the complete
fact that we now have fourteen text, or information as to where it
grandchildren, ten boys and four may be found, of an old poem o.f
girls, all healthy 6.'Ild happy. We which he found the following two
have hopes of a fifteenth in Sep- stanrz:as in a scrap book, the rest
tember. Paul has three children, being torn out:
Ruth two, William two, with pros* * *
pects of another. Edward two, Eva I speak all dialects; by me
four and Mark one."
The deaf may he6.T, the blind may

* * *

* *

*

MR. · MATriHE;,S ~AS MANY
friends · in Grand Forks who will
be glad to know that he ·and his
family are happy and prosperous.
The work in which he is eng6:ged
is the publication ·and distribution
in many languages of religious literature, chiefly in the form of leaflets or tracts, which are sent to
the most remote corners of the
world. Recently Mr. Matthews made
*
a record of "Pilgrim's Progress'' as
; f "OUR DAUGHTER EVA AND a talking book for the blind.
her husband, Allen H. Seed, who
*
. are living in Toledo, are the parMY LAST MEETING WITH MR.
ents of a son, Peter Halleck, who .·Matthews was in New York city
1
was born on June 7, this beipg about a dozen years a:go. Two of
their fourth child. Our son-in-law us were walking on 42nd street duris executive secretary of the league ing the noon · hour on our way to
which sponsors the city manager lunch. I recognized a familiar fig-

"WE WILL VISIT OUR DAUGHter, Ruth in Copenhagen and then
go on to Germany, Czechoslovokia,
Hungary and Austria, and then re.turn to Copenhagen August lO. Mr.
- and Mrs. Olson (our daughter -Ruth
f and her husband) with their two
children, Ann &.nd Paul, will come
L to New York to live about the last
of August.

*

*

* *
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The s;~~b converse, the dead of old
Communion with the living hold.
All land are one beneath my rule,
All nations learners in my school;
Men of all ages everywhere
Become contemporaries there.
I am an omnipresent soul;
I live and move throughout the
Whole;
The things of darkness I lay bare,
And, though un!een, am everywhere.
I quicken minds from nature's
sloth,
Fashion their forms, sust&.'ln their
growth,
And when my Influence flags or
flies,
Matter may live, but spirit dies.

THERE HAS BEEN A . CHANGE
in the presidency of the Security
National bank of Willmar, Minnesota, but President Grangaard will
still head the institution. That
r &:the r unusual
situation
arises
from the f a c t
that M. 0. Grangaard, who has
been president of
the bank since
1931, retires from
that posi~ion, to
remain a member of the · board
of directors, and
to be succeeded
as president by
his
brother, 0. F.
Davies
Grangaard. Both
brothers are natives of Willm&.T
and grew up there. In 1930 O. F.
Grangaard came to Grand Forks
to become vice president of the
Red River National, and following
the death of W. A. McIntyre, who
was then. president, Mr. Grangaard
became president of the bank.
Early this year he moved to Minnea.polis to enter the office of the
-First Security corporation · and he
has now returned to Willmar to
succeed his brother as president of
the Willmar bank. Ali' these institutions are associated with the
First Bank Stock corporation, one
of the strongest bank groups in the
country.

'

* *

*

ANOTHER BANK ITEM PICKed up from the Commercial West
says that some 21 years ago, when
Leslie Borho was born· at Nekoms:,
N. D., six neighbors decided to
chip in a dollar apiece on an account in the Nekoma State bank
in the youngster's name, not to be
touched until he became "of age."
The other day the "youngster" celebrated his 21st birthday, and the

Northwestern Bank, Langdon, suecessor to the old Nekoma institution, gs.'Ve him six dollars with interest in the form of a check for
$26.82. There are those who hold
that the collection of interest is
utterly immoral, but probably Leslie Borho thinks it is a pretty good
thing.

*

* *

those who work hard enough to
make their dreams come true.''

*

w ITH IN

*

*

A HALF-HOUR'S
ride from Grand Forks there is a
park- as beautiful as is to be found
anywhere in the country. It is the
Grand Forks state park at Arvilla.
It is in a setting of natural fore st
along the Turtle river, where the
great glacial movement of ages
ago· left an irregular countour
which is now covered with splendid timber and threaded by winding
roads. A fine dam of natural rock
impounds a little lake, and over
the crest of the dam is now flow..
ing a streat of crystal-clear water.

ARRANGEMENTS ARE PRACtically completed for the girls'
camp at Camp Kiwanis at a beautiful site a few miles south of Devils Lake. I am informed that there
are still a few v&;cancies in the older girls' group. Applications for
these places should be made immediately to Mrs Little, secretary
of j:he Grand Forks Y. W. C. A. In
* *
that connection I quote from · an
BETWEEN THE LAKE AND
article on summer camps by Lil- the bathing pavilion on higher
lian Cox Athey, author of "Along ground has been built a fine sand
Nature's Trails":
beach, so that all the pleasures of
sun- and water-bathing can be en''SUMMER CAMPS FOR OUR joyed right close· to home. Rest
boys and girls are growing more rooms, pavilion and other struct..
and more popular, r.:nd as they are ures have been built of rock and
improved they will become the timber found right on the prem-·
ideal solutfon for the vacation ises. The wot~ is being done by
pr.o blem. Is it the expense that CCC boys and it is both artistic
stands in the way? Parents should &:nd substantial. Work of the va..
remember that a good portion of rious · phases of park development
the money it takes to send their is in progress, and much still re..
child to a camp would be spent on mains . to be done, but what has
him in the normal course of events been done is sufficient to demonif he stayed at home. During the strate the value of the park and
school year much could be done to of the work being done by the
have a fund res:dy for this pur- CCC.
pose. Teachers, parents and pupi~s
* * *
could all work out a plan to this
ONE DESIRABLE FEATURE
end. Entertainments could be given, of the park is its roominess. On
articles made in class to be sold, Sunday there were scores of cars
the assistance enlisted of those at the various parking places, but
kindly individuals who are not nowhere was there evidence of
blessed with children of their own, crowding. For the family wishing
yet are interested in the welfare of a quiet spot to spend ·an afternoon .
others. .
there is opportunity there for as
With the cr..mp vacation as their complete privacy, no matter what
goal, the young folks would be de- program is under way, as could be
lighted to do everything possible enjoyed in the most remote for est
to help. The way always opens to fastness.
41
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A MAGAZINE WHICH HAS one could obtain in equally brief
been coming to the home regular- time a summary of what was go·ng on 1·n the world. .
ly for many years becomes par t of l
* * *

and orchard crops as well as small
grains. Snow was unusually heavy
in the mountains last winter, and
·
as a resu It one of th e chief
passes
the family. In many a case _three
THE PUBLISHERS PRESENT- through the . Cascc.:des was only
genera t i o n s of
opened last we~k. . Fishermen are
the same fa.mily
ly undertook to make the magazine arriving for the summer sport,
were "brought
more ''lively," and to bring it and one of them caught two salu p" o n t h e
more up to the minute. Its tradi- mon weighing· respectively 21 and
Youths' Compantional policy of impartiality was r.:t 23 pounds. One can , tell from the
ion. Harpe r's,
least partially abando'ned, and its tone of the letter that the LehScribner's a 11: d
dignified manner gave place to mans are ei;ijoying their 'new home.
Century have esthe kind of facetiousness which
•
~
tablished
themsome persons describe as smartI HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
selves in the lives
Aleckish. In effecting such changes handsomely executed invitation to
of those who rethe Digest abandoned f.: field which attend the diamond jubilee of the,
ceived ·them reghad been peculiarly its o"o/n and incorporation as a city of· my old
ula11ly, and as the
entered. one in which it had stren- home town, Brf.:ntford, Ontario.
magazine became
uous competition. . It could not -The invitation is in the form of an
part of the farostand the pace, and it has just been order to be present on the dates
ily life, the subsold. Whether or not Dr. Albert selected for the celebration, Augscriber came to
Davies.
Shaw, of the Review of Reviews ust ·8-14, written in exceedingly forthink of himself
will be able to restore the Digest mal old English, signed by the
as a part . of the magazine person- to something of its former stand- mayor and chairmen of commit:.
nel, s.nd as such he felt free to ing remains to be ··seen.
tees, and bearing the seal of the
commend, advise and rebuke· as
* * *
city. It is really an attractive prothe circumstances seemed to warACCOMPANYING
THE
AN- duction. And, while I am no judge
rant.
nouncement of his daughter's mar- of old English, the language seems
* * *
riage, for which see the society to be an s:ccurate reproduction of
TO CHANGE MATERIALLY page, P. H. Leh.man, for m~ny the form used many generations
the style and character of a maga- years principal of the Grand Forks ago. In that it differs decidedly
zine is dangerous business, and high school, sends a friendly letter from most attempts to reproduce
such a step is likely to induce a from his new home at Eugene, Ore. those ancient- forms.
shock as great as would be ex- As a regular job Mr. Lehman man*
perienced by the children of a fs:m- ages an apartment building in EuIN ONTARIO IT IS ONLY THE
ily if their parents should aban- gene, but as · a side line he con- larger communities that have the
don the familiar ways of years and tinues to garden, with all the en- city form of government. The three
adopt others new and strange. thusit.:sm which he devoted to that classes are village, town and city.
Some such shock was experienced avocation while he lived in Grand Brantford received a city charter
a few years ago when the Liter- Forks.
in 1877 when the place had &.1.ary Digest undertook to "moder* * *
tained a · population of 10,000. There
nize" and jazz up .both its appeaTMR. LEHMAN WRITES THAT were great doings, and I remember
ance and its contents.
he · has peas which have already the occasion well. I walked into
* * *
extended . themselves beyond the town from my home in the counIN · ITS EARLIER FORM THE height of the six-foot trellis which try, and the parade impressed me
Digest was the only ,publication of he had provided for .t hem, and the ,as a most ·magnificent one. There
its ·class. Its contents consisted, in vines are loaded with peas. Other were speeches and games and a
the main, of carefully selected ·ex- garden vegetables are thriving in good time w&:s had by all. Now
cerpts from articles which had ap- like manner.
Brantford has a population of
peared in other publications, and
* * *
about 35,000, is the seat of several
on controversial questions the
HEAVY RAINS HAVE DAM- important manufactures, and is a
reader was given · comment on both aged the cherry crop, as much of clean, trim, beautiful and progressides with nice discrimination s:nd the fruit h&.'S split badly. Hay has sive city. I shall probably not be
complete impartiality. There was also been ruined. However, the able to attend the homecoming, but
no other , publication 'from which rains have benefited both berries I sh&:11 be present · in spirit.

*

* *
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